
Bring live sport back to your sportsbook with our ground breaking 
Simulated Reality games, an AI driven product developed for professional 
sports matches. Give your customers the chance to complete current 
European soccer seasons with all remaining fixtures scheduled to be 
played as per their original date and kick-off time.  

Leveraging AI and machine learning capabilities, Simulations reflect team form and normal 
match play – creating a sports betting experience that is as close to real life as possible including 
game analysis and league tables.
Based on historical soccer database, statistical output from over half a million matches and with 
no integration effort needed, Simulated Reality drives the innovation of your Sports Betting Offering.

SIMULATED 
REALITY

Highlights

Full 90 minute matches from the top-tier 
soccer leagues (England, Germany and Spain)

50+ Pre-match and Live Betting Markets 
available per match

Drive bet engagement through game 
visualisation and statistics

AI-driven concept reflecting team form and 
match play based on 50,000+ soccer matches 

No integration effort required

For more information on how our Simulated Reality product can take your sportsbook to new 
heights contact one of our representatives 
at sales@betradar.com or visit www.betradar.com/betting-services/simulated-reality/

No additional charge 
No further integration required

 

50 +
betting markets 
per matchday

Replica matchday experience with multiple 
kick-off times (FRI-MON)

DISCLAIMER: The Simulated Reality product offering might be subject to applicable territorial conditions, such as approval 
by regulatory authorities or other compliance requirements. Please be advised that such restrictions exist amongst others for 
operating the Simulated Reality within the UK and Maltese territories for which we currently do not offer this product. 
It is your responsibility to comply with the legislation of each jurisdiction in which you are operating. Operating this product 
on the USA territory and in other territories where betting on the Simulated Reality product offering is explicitly prohibited, 
is not permitted.
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